WHEN ALL THINGS EVAPORATE WE'LL TALK ABOUT MINERALS
Wri7en by JOVANA STOKIC

Simone Couto and JaeWook Lee: A Qua7ro Mania
(A Short Glossary on the Duality of Authorship)
A Qua7ro Mani: Piano four hands is a term frequently applied in American
usage to a speciﬁc form of piano duet for a single piano with two players.
What if we think about Couto and Lee's project as a parVcular translaVon of
a music form to a visual one. They both deal with Vme and ephemerality.
They both manifest the duality of authorship. I see the event they Vtled
“When All Things Evaporate We’ll Talk About Minerals” as a chain of echoes.
But what do these echoes reﬂect?
Echo: In acousVcs, an echo is a reﬂecVon of sound, arriving at the listener
some Vme a^er the direct sound. A true echo is a single reﬂecVon of the
sound source. The Vme delay is the extra distance divided by the speed of
sound.
What if we imagine their echoes as a complex mesh of mulVple reﬂecVons
of their separate sources. RefracVons. Fading, and then again, crystalizing?
What are their sources? I recognize clay, hands dirVed by earth, years
passed in silence, nostalgia, saudade, inaudible melody for ﬂute,
conspiraVonally produced sounds, eternal stones resisVng entropy. PatheVc
human short-lived memories vis-‡-vis all-knowing never-forgedng Nature.
Text vs. Thing: I take a cue from the delicately seducVve invite in Lee’s
website: “How does a text become a (real) thing? You just need to close
your eyes, and visualize it. You can smell or touch it. Our brain has a magical

power to transform a text into a sensible thing." Let’s transform this text
into a thing by imagining before and a^er the event that this very enVty: a
two-bodied, two-person show that Vckles cohabitaVon and transcends
arVsVc conﬂict. It builds a li7le suspended bridge between the two
authors. It is a two-headed organism that embodies the concept of
intersubjecVvity and brings us together in the ever-happening allencompassing here and now: our consciousness. It merges the opposites:
the formaVon of minerals and the entropy of clay.
Memento: I was taken by a sentence wri7en by Couto: “The House was
smaller than I imagined.” It encapsulates years of nostalgic longing and the
ﬁnal juxtaposiVon of fantasy and reality. In her dreams, the house of her
childhood was big imposing building once revisited, a decade a^er seeing it
for the last Vme, the house did not appear big, it was just an ordinary farm
house. But this realizaVon was not a disappointment. It was a peaceful
epilogue. What is then the process of crystallizaVon; Is it beauty beyond
change? But beauty should not be feVshized, commodiﬁed, mummiﬁed.
What is a crystal if not a memento that captures longing for the past and
future together, a stand against entropy? This event is about communal
listening to the silence of the set of mementos.
Trans-: Both arVsts are involved in studying of the ontological status of the
body-in-networks and trans-performances. They introduce the concept of
BODILY NETWORK TRANSMISSION (BNT) as “gestures [that] can be
transferred from the body to another body through memory and physical
recollecVon, and then preserved.” This is how the piece for four hands is
supposed to transcend its dual authorship and be dispersed onto so-called
co-operants and connectors forming a kind of octopus, decentralized and
mulV-focal, feeling with all its tentacles.
Psychology: Couto has quoted Artaud: “The eternal conﬂict between reason

and the heart is decided in my very ﬂesh, but in my ﬂesh irrigated by
nerves." Then she moves away from it by claiming that the body is not stuck
in psychology as it funcVons as a network in Vme and space. But what if
psychology is the network – a complex sedngs and navigaVon system that
allows liveliness. Contemporary psychology oﬀers this road. Informed by
psychology, performance studies further considers how a performing body
could enable unexpected subjecVviVes to occur. There is a tri-parVte
schema of intersubjecVvity: ﬁrst signs of reciprocaVon (primary
intersubjecVvity), joint a7enVon in reference to objects (secondary
intersubjecVvity), and then a third level of intersubjecVvity, that is the
emergence of values that are jointly represented and negoVated with
others.
Precarity: When All Things Evaporate We’ll Talk About Minerals is one-night
only event that is about ephemerality, corporeality, precariousness, scoring,
and performaVvity embodying criVques of representaVon inscribed in
bodies and subjects. Its precariousness underlines the fragility of
contemporary states of being. It listens and looks up to nature, human but
also non-human.
Worlding: Takings its cue from the inspired curatorial strategy of Carolyn
Christov Bakargiev I see these pracVces as processes of worlding: “dealing
with the world at large through their embodied ‘amatorial’ arVsVc, social
and discursive pracVces, even in their most inward-looking or most
exquisitely cra^ed artworks and projects”. I see them as belonging to
pracVces that have high emphasis on alliance, cosmopoliVcal, and intraacVng of human and non-human agents.
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